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XY Pi: A DETACHED BINARY MISCLASSIFIEDAS A W UMa SYSTEMDALL, T. H.European Southern Observatory, Casilla 19001, Santiago 19, ChileReently Selam (2004) published a list of 64 genuine W UMa-type binaries observedby HIPPARCOS. These had been extrated from a larger sample based on theoretial�tting of their light urves, using the simpli�ed light urve synthesis by Ruinski (1993),yielding the fundamental system parameters. During the seletion proess, detahed andsemi-detahed systems were exluded.We here report on observations of one of the supposedly genuine W UMa or EW-typesystems, XY Pi (HD 38873), whih we show is not an EW system. The HIPPARCOSlight urve is shown in Fig. 1 (taken from the on-line HIPPARCOS atalogue; ESA 1997).The light urve resembles somewhat an EW system, although with some asymmetry. Inthe GCVS (e.g. Kazarovets et al. 2003) it is also listed as an EW type variable.
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Figure 1. The HIPPARCOS light urve of XY Pi from ESA (1997).

We observed XY Pi on February 5 and 7, 2005 using the FEROS spetrograph at theESO/MPI-2.20m telesope at La Silla, Chile. Standard data redution was performedwith MIDAS inluding bias and at�eld orretion, order extration and wavelength ali-bration. The spetra have a FWHM resolution of 0.15 �A (R�48000) and over the range3800{9000 �A.
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In Fig. 2 we show a part of the three spetra, labeled by modi�ed Julian date, andwith the rest-wavelength of the prominent Ca I line at 6162.173 �A indiated. As an beseen, the star is not a fast rotator as expeted for an EW system, and also the periodP = 0:2972608 d�1 is inompatible with the observed spetral line shift. The star mayindeed be a binary, as indiated by the shift of the lower spetrum, but with a periodmuh larger than typial EW-type periods.

Figure 2. A part of the three spetra of XY Pi, inluding the 6162.173 Ca I line (dashed line).
Table 1: The atmospheri parameters and the derived abundanes for XY Pi. Errors on abundanes arerms around the mean for all lines used. n is the number of lines of eah element. Abundanes are givenrelative to solar values, i.e. A(M) = [M/H℄ = logNM=NH � (logNM=NH)�.Te� 6900� 100 Klog g 3:80� 0:15�t 1:6� 0:2 km s�1A(Fe) �0:05(10), n = 236A(Ca) +0:04(6), n = 12A(Cr) +0:18(18), n = 38A(Ni) �0:17(11), n = 47A(Ti) +0:10(11), n = 24
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Using the proedures desribed in Dall et al. (2005a, 2005b) we performed an abun-dane analysis following the �tting of an atmospheri Kuruz (1993) model using 236 Fe Iand Fe II lines. The results are listed in Table 1. Using the list of global stellar parametersby Gray (1992) we �nd that the atmospheri parameters orrespond to a spetral type ofF0III (SIMBAD quotes F0III/IV).We propose that XY Pi may be a wide binary with an unseen lower-mass ompanion,and that the HIPPARCOS light urve an be explained by Æ Suti type pulsation, whihwould be onsistent with the observed period, the amplitude of the variation and withthe spetral type.This example demonstrates that even the most areful light urve analysis is not enoughto determine the true variability nature of an objet, and that spetrosopy is needed toseure a positive identi�ation.
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